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About This Content

This DLC contains the following lossless content:
✿ Daisy's Theme
✿ Youko's Theme
✿ Caiyun's Theme

✿ Lin's Theme
✿ Unita's Theme

✿ Ketsuno Ana's Theme
✿ Ebony's Theme
✿ Martha's Theme
✿ Lost Romance
✿ Hot and Heavy

✿ Leah
✿ Leah (Succubus)

✿ Madoka
✿ Mafercca's Theme

✿ Hill's Theme
✿ Mirror

✿ Mirror(Instrument)

Lyrics : 仲村芽衣子
Compose/Arrangement : 丸山公詳

Vocal : 宇月真織
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sound produced by project lights

[Additional Musician]
Piano : 溝呂木奏

Guide:
After purchasing this DLC, you can enjoy in the music player either in-game or on your PC. Feel free to share them with your

friends. Thank you for your support.
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Publisher:
Paradise Project
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018
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Update Note: This game has been abandoned with no posts, explanations, or updates from the Devs for well over a year. Only
purchase if you think it's really worth it in it's current state.

I have had Castle Chaos for about a year now and have only played it for about 2 hours. On my scale, one should get much more
playtime than 2 hours from an $8 game. If it were $1-$3, I might recommend it, but at the base of $8, it's not worth it.

The concept itself is okay, and the game looks well made and smooth. Achievements are nice and set some goals to accomplish.
It does only have partial controller support, which is unfortunate, because it seems easy enough to add full support. Currently
you can only aim\/attack\/rotate with a controller, not use any menu options, settings, start the game, etc.

Castle Chaos could definitely use updates to add some variation and more maps, cannon types, gamemodes, and things along
those lines. The developer has done a solid job up until this point, but there have been no updates and the game is missing a ton
of potential. Add more fun options or ideas to the game and this might become a positive review.

We were told online multiplayer would be added quite a while ago, which sounds great, but I would honestly just like some kind
of update, I don't care if it's new items and maps or new larger features like online multiplayer. Devs, please take into
consideration expanding your game into something that doesn't have completely linear gameplay.

Overall, it isn't a terrible game, but it's definitely overpriced with a noticeable lack of features, resulting in a game I'll rarely
touch. Hopefully I can look forward to updates in the near future.

3.5\/10. Fun party game that's free!. Has potential but needs updates.. Dark Souls' newest edition to the franchise is by far the
best, however the difficulty is just the only flaw of it. It is simply too hard for casual, or even hardcore gamers. The soundtrack
is one of the major pros of this game, as always in this series. I would rate this game a light to decent 10.. Graphics is ok,
twilight and colorful F/X are there.
Single player is short & boring.
Multiplayer is wierdly balanced.. For a team of 3, this game is a lot better than what I imagined. It obviously still needs work,
but its pretty good for an early access game. I enjoy the concept its trying to go for, however I just want to walk up a hill without
falling through.. I picked this game up looong ago. About the time it actually came out in 2008. I played it a little but due to lack
of interest and most importantly: patience, i left it aside for my WoW-addiction i was feeding back in those days.

It isnt the best game around, thats for sure. But i very recently started playing it again and i approached it differently. Playing it
the way the game actually wants to be played, stealthy, slowly, scouting ahead, pulling a few soldiers away and taking the time to
save each man in your small unit.
It feels great, sure every battle you do is pretty similar and repetition is one of the major drawbacks but the progression is nice
and working towards upgrading each town and getting as much hardenend and seasoned veterans is fun.

dunno if the current \u20ac10,- is really worth it, id more likely price it at 7 or 5 considering its 8 years old. But i must say, im
really having a blast.. Very nice!
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I didnt care a motion sickness during my play
Most VR contents focus on just experience
But i think this game has pretty interesting plot.
I expect the next episode.
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Would've liked it if it would have been at least an Audio Book with a nice narrator-voice. Its not so much interactive and story is
not very deep. As a lil personal project it's okay, but would not recommend it to anyone.. this game is absolutely amazing, it is a
great party game but i wish it had online multiplayer. 10\/10 would play intead of do homework. Stylish rhythm based combat
and platform game, with super cool art, great music, interesting story sequences with good variation in challenges and pacing. If
you dont like this game then you are the problem, I am sorry. Will have your tapping you feet and smiling within a minute of
playing.

And it refuted my wife claim that I don't have any rhythm. Next, the dancefloor!
. I love the gameplay, art and mostly the music! You should release a soundtrack.. JFC Run for your life! This game will
consume your freetime like crazy!

Highly reccomended if: You're serving a life sentence but somehow got this game.

Not reccomended it: You have a life and a bunch of other games you want to finish.

Needless to say, it's really good. The combination of strategy and progression really hit the spot. I might uninstall for now
though, I would seriously like to complete some other game this weekend lol.. This is a really fun game. I love the quote from
Takumi from Initial D. My friend and I have been playing it for a while and would LOVE a multiplayer mode so we could play
together. Best game ever for such a low price. That's some really damn good value 10\/10
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